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A.S. officials
study options
for child care

Waitin’ on Mom

By Lisa Hannon

troller Mark Murillo, and 10 students.
S.ISIJ has the greatest need for
For the next two weeks, the comchild care facilities in the California mittee, will he putting together a list
State University system, according of priorities for a new facility. The
to a recent report from Gov. George list will include: how many moms
Deukmejian.
are needed, how large the rooms
With a student population of 28,- need to be and how the playground
000. SJSU needs child care for 4,- should be designed. McCarthy said.
600 children.
The committee will also investiThe Frances Gulland Child Development Center on 10th and San Sal- gate funding for the project. Accordvador streets can accommodate 54 ing to McCarthy, the committee has
children. There are 36 children on already located funds that, with
the waiting list, according to Karen some legislative rewording, may be
used for child care.
Sheridan. director of the center.
For the past 20 years. CSU stuAn Associated Students committee, created in response to the report. dents have paid $3 per semester to a
state-wide
fund for health care.
met for the first time Friday. The
SJSU students have been paying
committee includes A.S. executives
President Terry McCarthy, Vice fees into a CSU health care fund they
See CHILDCARE, hack page
President Patricia Phillips and ConDaly staff writer

Students stunned
by cocaine bust
By Teresa Lyddane
and Sallie Mattison
Daily stall writers
A deserted dorm room and a notice saying the keys to room 328
have been changed are the only visible traces of Wednesday’s cocaine
bust in Moulder Hall.
Eric Lindiey
Maureen Wo!gat, a junior majoring in liberal studies, stands in a
registration line while her son, John. tries to wait patiently. the stu-

Animal rights

Students run campaign
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
A new student organization advocating animal rights will campaign at
the Student Union against the mistreatment of animals all this week.
"Students Against the Mistreatment of Animals" is an affiliate of
"People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals, a nationwide organization.
Evan Majers, a sophomore majoring in English, will collect signatures on a petition.
"Our group wants to raise the
consciousness of people and let them
know that animals are being mistreated," Majers said. "People
don’t realize that the hamburgers we
eat from McDonald’s are not from
animals raised in a peaceful environment."
The petition will protest the use of
steel jaw and leg traps, and the treatment of lab animals. The organization will present the signatures to animal rights lobbying groups and to
Congress.
"I don’t believe in walking down
the street and protesting my con-

cems," Majers said. "In the long
run it isn’t very effective."
Majers chooses to protest quietly:
He gathers signatures and tries to
raise people’s consciousness.
Majers became involved in animal
rights through a sociology class project this semester.
"I’ve always cared about animals.
but decided to become active when
my teacher asked us to get involved
in some type of issue," he said. "When I was a lot younger. I didn’t
think it was necessary to become involved because then I didn’t realize
these things were going on."
John Scharpen. a junior majoring
in English who is also involved in
the student group, said, "It really
disgusts and sickens me what is
going on with animals. Most of it is
pointless because there are other
ways."
Scharpen said that other materials
can easily subsitute for fur coats. In
research, other ways of experimentation, such as using single cells. can
replace the use of animals.
See ANIMAIS, back page

Daiiy staff photographer

dents were wailing to get inside the Admissions and Records Office
in Wahlquist Library South

The room’s occupant, Stasha
Bolls, remains in custody at the
county women’s jail in lieu of $20,000 bail. She was arrested Monday
on cocaine charges.
Seven ounces of rock cocaine

were seized when her mom was
raided.
Rolls, a freshman majoring in liberal studies, gave Palo Alto as her
home town to county jail officials.
On I-nday, dorm regidents said
they were stunned to hear of Roll’s
arrest. However, the presence of cocaine in the residence halls did not
surprise them.
"Drugs are a fact of life." said a
Moulder Hall resident who asked not
to he identified. "They’re not going
to go away."
See BUST, back page

Computer would estimate audience reaction
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
Imagine a comedian knowing in advance how
his jokes would be received. And what if a professor could anticipate his students’ response to a
lecture?
Both may become reality through a computer
simulation, developed by Cal Hylton. professor of
communications, and former colleague Brad
Lashbrok.
The simulation is designed to improve communication between the users and their audiences.
A professor using the program, for example.
could input a lecture and receive a "success
score" predicting how the class will respond.

"It all started almost 20 years ago when Brad
was a member of the SJSU faculty and was working on an audience simulation program," Hylton
said. "Brad and I joined forces in putting together
a simulation that used favorable, unfavorable, apathetic, and neutral audience types."
The simulation’s first test took place at SJSU.
Follow-up simulations were performed last year
for two Fortune 500 companies that wanted to
communicate better with customers and other
constituencies.
The first step in the simulation process involves a survey to gather audience characteristics.
By inputting this information, the user learns
how his message might affect an audience. And

Student is king for a day
By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
Homecoming
kings
normally
reign for a year. But Jim Burton will
have to settle for being king for a
month.
Burton lost the homecoming title
last fall to Mike Mc(7arthy. But McCarthy was stripped of the title in
September. He didn’t fulfill his

"kingly duties. Burton said
So, on Oct. 22. Burton will wave
goodbye to his short-lived royalty
when he crowns the new king.
"I didn’t expected it." Burton
said. "This was the first time it has
ever happened. But I hope in the future that it never happens again."
"Kingly duties" include representing SJSU at functions during

all this can be performed on a personal computer
with a floppy diskette.
I think it’s a provocative concept," said
William Briggs. a public relations professor. "As
long as most variables are controlled for use with
this system, it has large potential for politics, consumer behavior, or anywhere affecting public
opinion and behavior is required."
Hylton has taught at SJSU since 1962. His research has appeared in academic journals and presented at different regional, national and international professional meetings.
When asked about future uses for the simulations, Hylton replied, "Well, we haven’t had any
calls from either Bush or Dukakis yet.

and then some

the year anti orgamittig TICXI yea! ’s
homecoming king competition.
Burton. a senior majoring in accounting, likes his new position, but
regrets that his time is so limited.
"I just wished that they would
have determined it earlier." he said.
"I wished I could have more time to
do things."
Along with appearances, the

homecoming king and queen set up
events for the busy homecoming
week. Events like the pep rally and
variety shows are put together to encourage fraternities, sororities and
campus groups to participate and improve school spirit.
"I did it to get more groups involved:* Burton said. "I just want
See KING, back page

Fundraiser discusses students’ vote
for this year’s presidential election
By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer
Students are crucial to this year’s election, local politicians told supporters at a fundraiser for Democratic
candidates at the Phoenix Bookstore in downtown San
Jose.
The Wednesday night fundraiser, sponsored by SJSU
Campus Democrats, featured speaches by Santa Clara
County Supervisor Rod Diridon and Vice Mayor Iola
Williams.
Over gourmet desserts and coffee, the politicians
urged students to get involved in the election process.
"You’re the ones who are young and can communicate to the undecided vote," Diridon said, "You’re a
major factor. You must be. if we are to win.’’
He said this presidential election is particularly important because the Republican administration has ignored the needs of most Americans.
"This is really a fight to protect our way of life," Diridon said. "When there is a chasm between those at the
top and those at the bottom, like the Republicans have
caused, there will he a revolt.

"There is an old saying, ’Let George do it. If we sit
back, he will do it. Don’t let George do it."
Campus Democrat John Hjelt also urged students to
actively support Dukakis.
"This election is a referendum of the last eight
years," he said. "The gaps between the fortunate and
the unfortunate have grown. We need to reclaim the
priorities that have traditionally been set in education."
Iola Williams agreed that Reagan has not addressed
the concerns of most Americans.
"If you understand that a man is running the country
who calls us special interest groups, then you understand
how important this election is," she said.
She chastised Republicans for casting a negative
shadow on political liberalism.
"We should not he ashamed that we speak for and
stand for the people that make up this country." she
said.
As a black woman from the South, she urged people
to at least exercise their right to vote.
"As a native of Mississippi. there was no political
See FUNDRAISER, back page

Mark Studyvin - Daily staff photographer

Supervisor Rod Diridon and John Hjelt, president of Campus Democrats, at a fundraiser
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Boswell should
stick to truth
Washington Post columnist Thomas Boswell picked the perfect time to accuse Jose
Canseco of using steroids. The Oakland A’s
slugger and the muscle-building drugs are two
of the hottest items around.
Canseco just made history by hitting 40
home runs and stealing 40 bases in a season.
Steroids may have been responsible for Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson’s breaking a world
record and subsequently being stripped of a
gold medal.
In
journalistic
Editorial
terms this is very
topical stuff. Real timely. Good work.
Unfortunately. Boswell appears to have no
Letters to the Editor
real evidence to back up the statement he made
why a loving God would let his peo- land. During the past 10 years, handon a CBS talk show Wednesday morning. His Launch unified public
gun -related crimes rose over 300
ple go to hell.
entire theory hinges on a brief conversation Editor,
percent in Britain, compared to a 25
Perhaps the nun’s inability to
with A’s Manager Tony LaRussa that LaRussa Today I saw a most unique event. swer his question reflected a bit anof percent drop in the U.S. Another example
is Detroit. Detroit has one of
than
150
people
were
focused
More
soul-searching on the nun’s behalf.
insists had nothing to do with steroids.
the launch of the space shuttle Maybe the nun was able to see where the toughest gun control laws in the
In journalistic terms this could be very li- on
Discovery. At one time we accepted the boy’s question was leading to: U.S., banning virtually every type of
belous stuff. Real dangerous. Bad move.
space flight as a common occur- Why is it that babies suffer? Why do firearm. This city also has the highAt the very least it is sensationalist and ex- rence. This morning we remembered children get burned, beaten and est crime rate in the U.S.. followed
by New York City, another city with
raped? To me, that is hell.
ploitative. Boswell is a talented writer working its majesty.
When Challenger exploded in
let’s look at that 12 -year- gun control laws.
for a great newspaper. But he should have sold flames it gripped our consciousness, old’Now
If only you liberals would just
s question again.
this one to the National Enquirer.
our morality and our society’s fiber.
1 also claim lobe a follower of and stop and rethink your ’neo-Nazi , ’

Letters to the Editor
University Police are heartless
Ediki
I received a citation at the Seventh Street garage for
having two tires three inches over the line for the next
space. Although it was only three inches and there was a
truck parked beside me in a compact car space. I’m still
willing to pay my fee because a violation is a violation,
but I felt that University Police should have been more
compassionate by just giving me a warning.
I feel that I deserved a break. For one reason, the
truck should’ve gotten a ticket. Another reason is that 1
paid over $80 for my parking permit. Why do I still have
to put up with going to class late because all of the garages are full? To compensate with that. I go to school 40
minutes before my class.
To eliminate these problems. each student who gets a
permit should get a permanent space for the semester.
Also, the compact car spaces should be widened a little
bit or else change the sign to ’ Yugos Only." My car is a
Datsun 210 and it just barely tits in those spaces. Last semester, I received a dent on my door because the person
parked next to me was careless in opening his door.
When the administration raised the parking fee. 1
made the sacrifice to suit their needs. I think the administration should show a little gratitude for my sacrifice. As
for the University Police, make sure you give the ticket
to the right person. I’m sure you’re fair, but also, think
of what 1 and other SJSU students have to put up with to
get our education.
B. Cayabyab
Freshman
Aerospace

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bi-monthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" ssill
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed, double
spaced and approximately 2-3 pages long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not be published. All columns
will be edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Hentel Hall.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you have
an interest in politics or social issues? Do you
like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Anyone interested in contributing either
political cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustrations for stories on a case -by -case
basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, editor
in chief, or Mike Lewis, Forum Page editor at

924-3280.

It reminded us of our fallibility. If
Challenger accomplished one thing.
it was to remind us that space travel
is still an adventure.
As Discovery stood on the gantry
at Cape Canaveral. more than ISO
students held their breaths at SJSU.
How many other students, assembly
workers, office personnel and families focused on this incident? Our national beliefs were being tested. We
had failed, but now we were trying
again. Somehow. regardless of our
politics. religion and creeds, we became one people, one nation.
I had never seen such silent emotion since junior high school when
we were magnetized to the final
pitch of the 1972 American League
Championship series. The faces of
the people this morning were
glowing with a common hope
could we do it?
As Discovery rocketed across that
I4 -inch screen, we applauded and
breathed a sigh of relief. Then each
of us went our own ways. For just a
few moments, we were one group of
Americans watching the adventure
continue. We remembered that
there’s still excitement in this world.
There are still frontiers to explore.
Brett Nye Welch
Senior
Advertising

Answers not available
Editor.
I’d like to address the letter "Answers are available" by Serena Griffith.
Like that 12 -year-old boy, 1 too
have questions. The boy wondered

believer in Jesus Christ. I believe we
should take inventory of our beliefs.
It’s OK not to have all the answers.
There are issues I struggle with and
questions I cannot answer. Much
like the nun. I believe that sometimes there are no answers.
!Asa Busse
Junior
Occupational therapy

Guns mean happiness
Editor,
I should have seen it coming. In
fact, we all should have seen it coming. The minute that people learn of
a shooting, all the liberals jump on
their soap boxes and scream "gun
control." Don’t these people learn?
Michael Nanfito asks the burning
questions: "What are pistols for?"
Well Michael. if you and every other
liberal would get off your high
horse, you’d see that many responsible middle-class citizens not only
use guns to "shoot things," but also
to hunt, compete in NRA tournaments and for home protection and
collection purposes. Not everyone
who ow is a gun is going "to shoot
people:. as you put it.
Teresa Siegele states that "actually (she) doesn’t think anyone
should own a handgun." What a coincidence, you and Adolf Hitler
shared the same views. How ’bout
that?
Why is it that when liberals hear
about a shooting, they scream "gun
control’!’ It’s a proven fact that gun
control simply does not work. Take,
for example, the situation in Eng-

backward attitudes, you’d see that
gun control is not the answer. Its
only an extension of the problem.
Remember, in 1939 Adolf Hitler
banned all firearms in Germany
.and the world lived happily ever
after.
Ray Vermillion
Junior
Materials Engineering

Comics good, but . . .
Editor,
The two things Americans read
first in a newspaper are the obituaries and the comics. Since we don’t
run obituaries in the Daily, the comics must compensate.
I realize the purposes of a newspaper are to inform and entertain, but
the entertaining aspect is weak.
Case -in -point: Snaky.
Bloom County and Skibblefritz
are by far the most amusing comic
strips I have ever read. Please put
these two strips above the others.
They deserve the credit and prestige.
Michael Sherman should be applauded for his work and creativity.
Of the three SJSU cartoonists featured in the Daily. Sherman has the
greatest potential, in my view, for
becoming a syndicated cartoonist.
I don’t want to leave you with the
impression that 1 only read the comics, but when the other news gets me
down, Skibblefritz puts a smile on
my face.
Thanks for producing a quality
paper.
Rachelle Gold
Freshman
Business administration

Jose has little in common with my
San
home town in northern Sweden. But some
mornings, certain smells, sounds and
impressions make me feel like I’m back.
It can be the musty aroma of wet asphalt or
the fresh smell of dewy grass. Sometimes it’s
the rustle of dry leaves or a cold gust of wind
piercing through my sweater.
In the fall, when the sky is clear and the air
cold and light, San Jose almost feels like
September in Sweden during those few weeks
before the first snow falls.
I used to refuse to acknowledge these
feelings, thinking they were signs of
weakness. Now, I treasure them. Things have
changed since I first came to the United States
almost five years ago.
When I was 16, America was new and
exciting. I wanted to be completely absorbed
by the culture. I feasted on junk food, went to
the drive-ins, tried to surf and cheered when
the 49ers won the Super Bowl. I even had a
bald eagle tattooed on my right shoulder.
People would try to introduce me to other
Swedes, but I wasn’t interested. I hadn’t come
all this way to meet people from my own
country.
In Sweden, my family, the school and the
government formed a safety net and I was
practically guaranteed a successful future. But
all the security made me feel claustrophobic. I
had to get out.
Confident. I left the protected shores and
swam straight out into the open sea, without
looking back, I didn’t need anybody. I knew
how to swim. Shallow waters are boring and
life jackets are stifling.
It was exhilarating to float on top of the
dark depths, knowing that if I sank, no one
would he there to rescue me.
I entered college in the United
When
States, a teacher warned me not to
forget my own culture. I could become
"a person without a homeland," she said.
"You will not belong anywhere."
I thought that was ridiculous. I was
anxious to break all ties with Sweden. If my
life was in constant turmoil, it would make me
a better writer. I’d never get lazy. "Harmony
leads to apathy," said Stig Dagerman, my
favorite author, who committed suicide at age
31.
So I kept swimming, tirelessly, until one
day my energy began to run out. My arms and
legs were cramping. I was struggling to stay
afloat. The sea, which had been so challenging
and exciting, looked dark and hostile. Cold
waves slammed gallons of saltwater down my
throat. All I could see was water. No goal on
the horizon and no shore behind me.
I was soaked to the bone with disillusion.
Just when I thought I couldn’t take it any
longer, I heard a buzzing sound. A helicopter
was circling in from above. In it were the
people I had left behind. They lowered a
harness to the water, pulled me out and hauled
me home.
How they knew I was sinking I’ll never
know. I had tried so hard to get away from
them. Still, they had never let me out of sight.
After a few months at home. I’m back in
the big sea
rested, strong and with a new
perspective. I have my family’s support and it
insulates from the cold.
Foreign students leave their families and
countries for different reasons. Some, like me,
are looking for adventure. Others escape
oppressive regimes. Either way, leaving is
often a necessity.
But, if there’s any way, try to stay in touch
with your background. Don’t cut off your roots
because when the wind begins to blow, you’ll
need them to keep your balance.
Katarina Jonholt is the Editor in Chief.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you -- our readers.

, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.

Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
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Crowding hampers air safety
Future engineers
to bear burden
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer

The responsibility of building
safer airports rests on the coining
generation, more than 200 SJSU
aviation students were told
Wednesday.
Air traffic becomes more dangerous as the skies and runways
become more crowded, said
Capt. Richard Deeds, National
Airport Noise Abatement.
"We’re squeezing airplanes
closer together," he said. "We
have to squeeze in the air and we
have to squeeze on the ground.
Communities don’t want more
airports and runways built because of the noise, Deeds said.
The last airport built in the U.S.
was in Ft. Myers, Fla. in 1969.
The answer to the air traffic
tangles. Deeds said, lies with
aviation students.
Mike Bryant, a sophomore in
that major, disagreed with him
saying, "As long as we have
people in the air who don’t drink
alcohol and follow the safety
rules, we’ll be fine."
Deregulation is the major
cause of air traffic safety problems, said Dan Tattersfield, another aviation student.
He said deregulation has made
air traffic such a competitive industry that airports compromise
a lot of safety and environmental
concerns.
"In order to gain the profits,
they’ve had to skimp on safety,"
Tattersfield said.
Noise indirectly causes the
current, overcrowded airports,
Deeds said, because communities do not want airports in
their areas.
"Noise is the biggest single
safety problem we have in the industry," he said.
Deeds, a pilot at Delta Air
Lines for 23 years. said the way
an airplane operates in flight determines the noise it makes.
Airports are not being built, he
continued, because of strict restrictions to keep noise levels
down.
Since 1969, "We have lost
runways annually either to closures because of noise sensitivity, runway use restrictions or
curfews," Deeds said.
Because of environmental
concerns and the effects of deregulation, Deeds said an increasing number of airplanes use
a decreasing number of runways.
"After deregulation, we got
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Noise from airliners is a serious problem in major cities
into a little bit 01 chaos," he
said. "We had a lot more airplanes operating."
Only one airport is planned,
and that’s in Denver as a replacement for its old one, Deeds said.
If construction started now, the
new airport would not be finished until 1995.
"Until you solve the noise
problem," he said, "you can’t
build more airports."
Near-misses and operational
errors are two indicators of how
dangerous air traffic is and
Deeds said their prevalence says,
"Hey, we’ve got a problem."
Deeds said a solution is to restrict the number of planes flying
or to build more runways and airports.
Planes usually should be 3
miles apart between landings, he
said. But because of the restrictions, planes can now land 2
miles apart.
Some airports are considering
allowing planes to land before
the previous aircraft is off the
runway. Deeds considers this
policy dangerous.
Deeds recommends solving
the problem at the congressional
level. "You’ve got to define the
problem as being a noise problem," he said.
Congress must make laws
clearly defining noise levels and
requiring improvement in airport
runway operation. he,said. ,
Deeds said this will be difficult because congressional representatives and their constitu-

ents often live around airports
and don’t want higher noise levels.
Money in the Airport Trust
Fund could be used to address
the problem, Deeds said. Totalling $9 billion, the money comes
mainly from ticket sales, but also
gas taxes.
He said "If I had my wish list,
I’d spend $4.5 billion" for new
runways, tower control improvements and more airport
staff.
Aviation is not just a hobby or
for commerce. Deeds said.
"Aviation is a national asset.
"I think aviation is so important to this country that I think
we need a Secretary of Aviation,
not a Secretary of Transportation," he said.
H. Gene Little, chairman of
the aviation department, said the
noise problem is only in certain
areas. "It varies depending on
where you are," he said.
He said that San Jose and Los
Angeles International airports
bought land around their sites to
keep neighborhoods from developing there and eventually complaining about the noise.
Little said that technological
developments will lessen noise
from aircraft. "As the technology improves, noise has gone
down dramatically," he said.
_ Like Deeds, he emphasized
that aviation students have a responsibility to make airplane
travel safer in the future.

Colleges seek help from taxpayers
SACRAMENTO AP) - Outpaced by a rapidly growing populaluM and a rocket -speed technological
revolution.
California
universities, colleges and community colleges are turning to a $600
million bond measure to build classrooms and modernize laboratories.
Proposition 78 on the Nov. 8 ballot would authorize the government
to sell $600 million in general obligation bonds for construction and remodeling on 135 higher education
campuses.
The bond measure marks the second time that California’s system of
higher education has turned to voters
to help pay the costs of its classrooms. libraries and research facililties.
Traditionally, state revenues from
tideland oil leases bankrolled much
of university and college construction. But declining oil prices dried
up that fund at a time when the campuses say their building needs are
critical.
Supporters of bond financing say

’We have situations where we have
books lying on the floors because
there’s not enough space to put them.’
Tom Lassiter,
University of California spokesman
they need the money to renovate
aging buildings to make them more
earthquake -safe, retrofit science labs
with up-to-date equipment, expand
crowded libraries and build lecture
halls for 1.8 million students on
campuses throughout the state, including the California Maritime
Academy in Vallejo.
Campuses are cramped for space
because construction didn’t keep
pace with growth in the last decade,
said Tom Lassiter. spokesman for
the nine -campus University of California.
The UC-Irvine campus sends students across the street to a make-

TODAY

5

India Students Association: Meeting, 1:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 4463042.
Clark Library: Tours, 8:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m., Clark Library. For
information call 924-2752.
Bible Study: "Do you want to establish or improve your relationship
with God?" 7 p.m., Campus Ministry Center, 300 South 10th St. For
information call 297-7506.
A.S. Intercultural Steering Committee: International Food Bazaar
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., S.11. Pacheco
Boom. For information call 2923197.

Arnold Air Society/Stanford Blood
Bank: Blood Drive, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Student Union. For information call
924-7907.
Fencing Club: Meeting, 8 p.m.,
Spartan Complex Room 286-1995.
Film Production Club: Meeting, 2
p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall Room 222.
For information call 924-4571.
Campus Crusade for Christ: Hair
cuts by In Hair, $5, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,
S.U. Upper Pad. For information
call 265-6584.
TUESDAY
Arnold Air Society/Stanford Blood
Bank: Blood Drive, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Student Union. For information call
924-7907.
Clark Library: Tours, 9:30 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m., Clark Library. For
information call 924-2752.
Asian
American
Christian
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
- As
"Strawberry Fields Forever" played
on speakers, hundreds of fans gathered on Vine Street today to celebrate the late John Lennon as the former Beatle received a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame.
At a news conference before the
midday dedication ceremony, Len non’s widow Yoko Ono said her
husband had dreamed about receiving a sidewalk star.
"I remember John and I walking
in Hollywood. and John was pointing out and reading all the names and
wondering why he wasn’t there."
she said.
Hundreds of fans, mostly middleaged, crowded against barricades in
front of Capitol Records holding
"John Lennon Forever" signs and
bouquets of roses.
The star dedication coincides with
the Oct. 7 release of a film documentary on the former Beatles life
titled "Imagine: John Lennon."

Get your
FAX straight
at Kinko’s

Here’s the tax: send copies across
the

country or around the world
instantly!

kinkois
31‘J 6. THIRD ST. 295-4336
OPEN 6 DAY

$20

D

$20.

GENERAL DENTISTRY
275 HOSPITAL PARKWAY, SUITE 700
SANTA TERESA MEDICAL BUILDING
SAN JOSE, CA 95119
(408) 226-0424
ORTHODONTICS COSMETIC BONDING
Coupon is good towards an oral exam through 11/30/88
I.

BAR

&

GRILL

F R EI

Th-sai ssilli

1.1)

10/4 -Monday Night Football
$J50 Well drinks
2. for 1 shots
$1.00 Beer
10/5 -Everything2forl
Tuesday
Wednesday 10/6 -Local band "Straight Jackets"
2 for 1 shots
$1.00 Michelob
Thursday 10/7 -Ladies Night: male strippers
"U.S. Male Express’
le_aturing
tor 1 shots
1.50 Well drinks
1.5U Strawberry Margarita
Males welcome after 10 P.M
10/8 -2 for 1 shots
Friday
10/9 -2 for 1 shots
Saturday
10/10 -Comedy Night
Sunday
"Jim Samuels"
Alex Reid and Wayne Doba

Monday

I 777 S.

Bascom (next to Fong
371-4202

A102
Intro. to The Short Story
When Carla told me that my date
short, I thought she was
talking dollars and cents, not feet and
inches. So there I was at the door, in
my spiked heels, staring at the top of
my date’s head.
All I could think was, how do I
get myself out of this? I could imagine
how my legs would ache if I had to walk
around with my knees bent all evening.
So to stall for time, while figuring
out how to fake malaria, I made us
some Double Dutch Chocolate,
When I brought it into the living
room, I discovered that Gary was
I a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after my own heart. Okay I decided I’d give him a chance. So we
sat down and saw each other faceto-face for the first time. He had a
nice smile.
After some small talkI mean
conversationI discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both have miniature schnauzers. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
and Schatzi next week.
was a little

1r

Account Emartives
Caryl Anderson Cyndy Andreion. Victor Allard.
Sandra Herr., Philp Wall Cella Carrara. Philippe
CePede. Mkhelle itonipo Mike Glowo. Debbie
Grow Mike Johnson. Penney King. Diane Kek. Anne
Kloster. Ii. McGreevy. I/an Koine, John Floterwan
Short Sado Kimberly Stall. It.,,. Stantor, Dew
WIT. Ten Woolworth. Janette Wygel
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More than half the proposed bond
money is already spoken for. About
$340 million in projects have been
approved by the Legislature and
governor and are included in the
state’s 1988-89 budget. pending
voter approval.

Alex J. 13 aumer ,1) .

Photographers
Roll Beach, Brian IS,,,, Ihiug Duran. Dew ErIcksto
Kathleen I [owe, I ne I indk. Kara NOM. I arry
Strong, Mark Studyon. (deg Walton

Artiste
Roy Fleckharn, INvid lode. Michael
Cheryl I &Owe I aura html, !Mod !eater

"We have situations where
have books lying on the floors
cause there’s not enough space to
them," Lassiter said. "Or there
not enough seats at exam time.

Lennon’s star unveiled

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJ.SU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publicwlion is noon.

shift lecture hall in a pnvate nuts le
theater, Lassiter said. In Berkele!,
the university needs more space t,
shelve 7 million library books.

General Foods’ International Coffees.
Share the feeling.
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SPORTS

SJSU seeks answers
after fourth setback

Spartans snubbed in final minutes
Sean Mulcaster
;limy MAN writer
:
t s beginning to take on a fnght
ening pattern.
: In the past two weeks, the Spar
:tans have climbed to the top of the
anountain. only to discover that’s
where the climb begins.
As evidence. SJSU ( 1 -4) overcame a 13 -point margin, only to witness it slide away as UC-Berkeley
1(3-1) snatched a 21-14 win from the
Spartans Saturday afternoon in Memorial Stadium.
It bore a distressing resemblance
to last week’s 35-31 loss at Washington, wnen the Spartans wasted a
3 I -point turnaround. Two weeks ago
in Hawaii. they rallied for 17 points
in the fourth quarter before fading in
a 36-27 loss.
"It’s getting old." SJSU coach
Claude Gilbert said after his team’s
tOunh straight loss. "We’re playing
well enough to get beat."
Thanks to an outstanding defensive effort and squandered California scoring opportunities. SJSU
.was in position to do some snatching
Trailing 13-7. the Spartans went
80 yards in 10 plays and scored
when tailback Johnny Johnson (104
yards. 20 carries) ran eight yards to
put SJSU ahead. 14-13 with six minutes. 27 seconds remaining.
The play was paved by left tackle
John Heilmann and fullback Jim
Francis as Johnson ran through a
huge hole.
The Bears made it the same old
story for SJSU as they drove 85
yards and regained the lead 21-14
when tailback Chris Richards scored
on an II -yard run just two minutes
later.
Besides starting without quarterback Ken Lutz, the Spartans’ offensive line was down two starters,
Damon Tarver and Ara Derdarian
and then tackle Scott Swall, who

By Darren Sabedra
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s coaching staff was visibly
frustrated Saturday after losing a
fourth-quarter lead for the second
consecutive week. As a result.
changes in the line-up may be eminent.
"Something has to be done," said
SJSU defensive back coach Herman
Edwards, after UC-Berkeley rallied
in the final minutes to beat the Spartans, 21-14. "Maybe changes in personnel? We need to do something to
stop them."
Four times in the second half, Cal
was inside the SJSU 20-yard line.
And four times, the Bears were denied points.
But Cal was given a fifth chance
and didn’t let the opportunity slip
away as the Bears came back to beat
SJSU on a cool, overcast day at Berkeley’s Memorial Stadium.
Trailing 14-13, the Bears took
possession of the ball on their own
15 -yard line with six minutes, 27
seconds left in the game.

Dave EricksonDaily staff photographer

Bears’ running back (’hris Richards escapes the grasp of Spartan safety Ryan Rasnick
suffered a sprained ankle.
English played superbly as Kevin
Cal had its own injury problems. Evans didn’t catch a pass until the
too. The Bears had big worries as second half and SJSU had just III
both of its starting cornerbacks, Tra- yards passing, a season low.
vis Oliver and Doug Parrish didn’t
Harassing Cal quarterback Troy
suit up.
Taylor Wah one task the Spartans ac"We kind of had to do it by mir- complished as they have failed to
rors in the second half." Cal coach sustain a nasty pass rush all season.
Bruce Snyder said.
Although they sacked him three
Reserves David WIku and Ron times. Taylor shredded the SJSU

Men’s golf team tees off in Tahoe
By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
The only time men’s golf coach
Dick Schwedinger likes to see high
scores front his team is in the class’room.
"It
is
often
overlooked."
Schwendinger said. "But our team
takes pride in how well we do academically as well as on the course. Our
goal is to improve our team grade
point average from last semester."
Arm Hanzad, SJSU’s academic
monitor for the division of intercollegiate athletics, said the men’s golf
team ranked as one of the school’s
top three programs to improve in
^academics. The team had an overall
grade point average of 2.67 last semester.
For now, Schwendinger will settle
for a few low scores when the Spartans open their season in Lake Tahoe
for the Wolfpack Classic tournament
beginning today.
"We have a good contingent of
talent," Schwendinger said. "We’re
young, but not inexperienced."
Schwendinger said this concerns
him because of the tough competition his team will face at the
Edgewood course in Lake Tahoe.
"Edgeworxi is a green, picturesque course," Schwendinger said.
"But it is a very tough course. There
will be a lot of good teams there. We
should get a stern test."
Schwendinger said he has determined four of the top five spots on
the team after last week’s qualifying
rounds, but he hasn’t settled on anyone for the fifth spot.
Returning player Mike Foster had
the lowest qualifying average. followed by Tad McCormick. Barry
Evans and Dana Jeter. Schwendinger said Foster and Jeter are play
ing well.
Four golfers are fighting for the
fifth spot.
Freshmen John Miller and Ken
Miskimins are battling it out with
Steve Majeres and Kent Jenson.
Schwendinger said he also expects

help from transfers ’Trent Walker and
John McGrath.
Schwendinger, in his fifth season
as the men’s golf coach, says he may
make lineup changes during the season.
"There was a lot of competition to
make the team." Schwendinger
said. "1 anticipate some changes in

our lineup. ’
SJSU finished sixth last season in
the PCAA (now called the Big
West), hut Schwendinger said he
hopes to improve on that mark.
"Men’s golf has had a long-standing tradition here at SJSU." said
Schwendinger, an SJSU alumnus
and basketball team member.

10% discount for SJSU
Staff
Students, faculty,
on weekly & monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Joss CA. 95111

STARTING

NOW!

INDOOR SOCCER

SOWS OCP3BER 3-21 CONTACT DARIN MEDEIROS 924-5962

43-A-50E BASKETBALL

Tine is Money
Kinko’s
is Copies

SIGNuPS OCIOS1R 10-28 CONTACT CEPS MCPHILLIPS 924-5956

Why waste your valuable time on
copies? Just call Kinko’s. We take
care of the copies so you can take
care of business.

ORGANIZE A TEAM OR SIGN UP AS AN INDIVIDUAL.
S1GNUP PACKETS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
IN THE LEISURE SERVICES OFFICE NEXT TO THE PUB.

kinkoss

the copy center

giELEJErrES

491 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

* SPECIALS *

$10 Zmi

ONE
STOP

Pager v, ffh ansvving ser ice onl!, S25 mo
7 months answring service for the price of 6

CALL NOW!
408.732.6667
415.964.6667

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
PREGNANCY

FREE

TESTS

Immediate Results
Free and Confidential Information
On All Your Options, 24-Hour Hot Line
1150 Hillsdale Ave.
277 Castro St
St. 104, San Jose
Mtn. View
408-978-9310
408-730-2238
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We’verefonned
correction system.

REGISTER NOW!

If you are an Athlete, we need your involvement!
Slots in seven weight divisions need to be tilled’

(0.

CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19 95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement. 21
8 minutes from campus

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

SIGNUPS

24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

N

"WE RENT FOR LESS"

secondary for 370 yards, a career high, while completing 25 of 47
passes.
See GAME, page 5

Moments earlier, SJSU silenced
the crowd of 40,0(1) with a go-ahead
touchdown.
For the Spartans, it was the same
situation they were in the previous
week at Washington.
Against the Huskies, the Spartans
kicked a field goal late in the game
to take a 31-28 lead, only to have
Washington, scoreless in the second
half, drive 80 yards for the win.
SJSU’s defense was confident before Cal began its march. Still, flashbacks of the Washington game were
there.
"We were pumping each other up
in the huddle," SJSU rover Tim
Jackson said. "Everybody was probably thinking about it (the Washington game). I’m almost positive. ’
Cal quarterback Troy Taylor
began the drive by completing a 16 yard pass to wide receiver Michael
Smith.
Two plays later, the Bears were
faced with third down and 13 from
their own 28. Taylor, cool under
See SJSU, page 5

The

sport to play

The sport to watch

The sport of the future

Please call for

an appointment today

(408) 293-9405
111 Wuo.t!,,tira John ;,1

San Jose (_,A 95113

Prisoners of old-fashioned
correction systems, freedom is
here.
Smith Corona’s Correcting
Cassette means an end to
twists, tangles and fumbles.
It’s an easy-to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
your breath. It’s that simple.
What’s just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System’?" It
simply prevents you from
using the wrong combination
of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
You’ll find our Correcting
Cassette and Right Ribbon
System on the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
You’ll also find lots of other

great features on the XL 2500
like the Spell-Right’" 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction,WordEraser*
and more.
You might expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the XL 2500 is
surprisingly affordable.
All of which makes it
one of the best values
you can find today.
Case closed.

EMI gileATNim
1’"Vienfar"’"

For more info,- mat ton on is,, product ,wnrie o Smith Comae Corporation, &S Locum Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or &Toth Comm (Canada Dd.), 440 Tapacort Road. Scarborough, Ontarm. Canada 5416 IY4

( 408)281 -4666
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GAME:

Spartans fall to Cal, 21-14

From page 4
The new-found pressure caused
three much needed interceptions for
SJSU. too. But when Taylor
couldn’t find receivers, he ran upfield while the Spartans’ secondary
was 30 yards downfield.
Taylor’s interceptions killed three
Cal drives. Throw in another fumble
at the SJSU five -yard line and they
blew four scoring opportunites instead of building on a 13-7 advantage.
"I made a few bad decisions and
threw off-balance and they took advantage of it," Taylor said. "If you
allow interceptions to rattle you,
you’re in the wrong sport. We came
through when it counted."
"Troy was not very consistent because of the style of defense San
Jose State played. When he has
seven or nine men rushing him every
play, it is difficult to find a rhythm,"
Snyder said. "But when it counted,
he came through."
But after Johnson’s score put
SJSU up 14-13, Taylor came
through.
He threw 41 yards to the SJSU II
when wide receiver Brian Treggs
beat freshman comerback Freddie
Smith. Smith nearly intercepted the
pass, but fell down on the play.
Johnson gave the Spartans another
chance to win as he returned the ensuing kickoff 49 yards to the Cal 44.

SJSU threw three halfback option
plays at the Cal defense.
"We were trying to develop some
play calls and mix it up more," Gilbert said.
Lutz, who was inserted with 1:55
remaining in the first half, caught a
halfback -option pass from Johnson
for eight yards. Then Johnson was
held for no gain and Francis gained
four yards. SJSU was faced with a
fourth -down and two at the Cal 34.
Bears
linebacker David Ortega
stopped Johnson one yard short and
the Bears took over.
"We played well defensively in
spurts," Gilbert said. We had tremendous pressure on him, but we’re
not covering well enough to make
the plays."
Cornerbacks Jay Taylor and Freddie Smith were the victims as Cal’s
Taylor converted II third down
passing situations and ran for two
more.
"He’s just having a hard time out
there." SJSU defensive backs coach
Herman Edwards said about SJSU’s
Taylor. "I can’t really explain it.
You’ve got to fight through it. No
one can tell you anything when it’s
going like that out there for him."
Spartan rover Tim Jackson, who
had two quarterback sacks and a brilliant interception in the second quarter, thinks that it’s more than a matter of coming together.

SJSU
From page 4
pressure, fired a strike to Rob Rim son for 20 yards.
On the next play. Taylor picked
up an all-out Spartan blitz and completed an ugly, lob pass to Brian
Treggs for a 41 -yard gain to the
SJSU II.
"We make a lot of big plays,"
SJSU coach Claude Gilbert said.
"But we don’t make big plays when
it counts."
Cal scored the winning touchdown two plays later when tailback
Chris Richards raced II yards into
the end zone.
"The game was closer than it
could have been." Cal coach Bruce
Snyder said. "We were inside their
20, our critical zone, and could not
convert as much as we would have
liked."
On four consecutive possessions
in the second half. Cal was victimized by two pass interceptions, a

fumble and a missed field goal all occurring inside the Spartan 20.
Outside linebacker Bill Alcantara,
who had five unassisted tackles on
the day, said losing close games to
quality teams isn’t satisfying.
"I’d rather be playing these teams
and beating them," he said. "We
were thinking we could stop them.
We were playing solid. But we have
key breakdowns."
The Spartan defense was stretched
up and down the field in the second
half, but didn’t break until the final
minutes.
"We played them all right,"
Jackson said. "It’s something you
can’t explain. Everybody gets a
cheap one on us."
Despite the loss. Jackson, a junior, had a big game.
Jackson, who shares playing time
with freshman Hesh Colar at rover,
intercepted a pass and recorded two
quarterback sacks against Cal.
"He made some big plays. That
was a key interception," Edwards

_1,.5-, RENZI-10m
Wr WEIN T OVE4

"We need to develop a knockout
punch. We have an opponent down
and we have to keep them down. It’s
something we haven’t quite learned
yet," Jackson said.
On the Bears’ third possession,
Robbie Keen kicked a 44-yard field
goal to give Cal a 3-0 lead. Taylor
completed a 10-yard touchdown pass
to Faasamala Tagaloa to build its
lead to 10-0. Keen added another
field goal from 39 yards and Cal led
13-0 five minutes, four seconds remaining in the half.
Lutz. who hasn’t practiced in two
weeks because of a partially separated shoulder and turf toe, was replaced by Jason Schmid to start the
game. Schimd hasn’t played in twoand -half years. He scrambled well,
running for 25 yards, but failed to
get SJSU in the end zone.
Schmid threw to Johnson for 23
yards to the Bears’ 14 before Lutz
came in. Two plays later, Lutz connected with Johnson and the Spartans cut the deficit to 13-7.
"I was really hoping that we
could save his body," Gilbert said.
"We just couldn’t get anything
going, so we went with Ken."
"We came into the second half
and like always. the game is in our
grasp," Lutz said. "All we have to
do is put it away. The last couple of
weeks it’s just not there for us."

1 Do..1 OD

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
have plane WM quality covered*
at afford... prlus Call Mary P11.
l0. (408)943-9190 for no oblige’Ion quote.
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR! Regleter your resume now
with the professional career program. Cell (408) 243-4070 for Ow
tells.

STUDENT DENTALOPT1CAL PLAN
Enroll now! Sass your teeth. eyes
and mon. too. For intormetion
end brochure see A.S olflu or
ull (406)3714811.
WRMNG SKILLS TEST. When: October IS, 1986. Deada. to NOW.
October 5. How to Regt.ter. Pay
Me et Cashiers, bring receipt to
Teeter. (Ad.’, 21$) Fee: $25 Last
Test before Spring semester.

HELP WANTED
AUTOMATED VAC EOP.T. OPERATORS needed on grareyd shill
and ereekend shin (28-40 hr. work
week). Requires. 1-3 yrs mech or
elec assernbly exp or equh ed in
the selenu or computer prog
Must be a U.S. citizen We offer
Call
mimb.
100%
eduution
410493-1100.1.45. VARIAN
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
9.5

to

$8

hr.

PT ET positions.
Northern Calffomie Nonni.., 175
San Antonio Rd. Loe Alto., Ca
94022. (415) 949-2933, (415) 9492933.
CLERICAL PARTTIME

Personable.
sharp & dependeb., with good
Wyo. nue.., A typing skills
Flesh. hours, MOO en how to
Atari Call Jolm at 993-0211 for an
appointment.

CARE
staff
COUNSELORMIRECT
needed et local residential 1.0111.
flee for young adults II adolescents with sullen, & related Wu
$0111.11 Fu0 the. & pert time
positions avail.. Starting SICAll 4443953.
56

1

DON’t MISS this OPPORTUNITY to EXPERIENCE the Associated Students of SAN JOSE STATE UNIYour
etudent
VERSITY
government IS curreath eureptIna applleatio. for two A.S
Board positions Carector at Student RIghts-Responsiblatlee, and
of Community A..
Direct,
Also. positions ore @reliable on
40 C011,11.11t.1111 including
Pub. Relation.. 10UI1100, Judiciary, Greclute $5114.. & Childon,

care. Cell A.S. Personnel today at
114-6240.
$6 EARN (PART TIME) $25,000 ! Aro
you Iteelth conclous. lire talking
to peal.? As doe. IN. Insures your wice.a As rnenege.
naafi ereloy motive.. & MedInv your own people. Cell Mr.
Thornhill ANS .1 243.9916
1

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUIRTIES.
Apply at MARIE CALLENOSN’s,
2031 Merldlen

1 GOVT JOSS 910.037. 5118,406. WaneMM. Wing! Your ems. COI Ins
14144543611. est
fundable)
i
P40410, Feder. UM 2401$.
1 /MEAL HOURS: GUARANTEED SW.
i
MM. up to $111.1. plug AO.
RUSES. Sell gene. Mawr ticket@
,
by pl.ne horn our gen Jose at110. Mon-Frl 5:30400 PM. Set 9PSI. Call Dune. M 964-0405.
IMMEDIATE PART TIME dealt.. In

LIFEGUARDS
SEASONAL & yeer
round positions available now.
Salery. Lifeguards 45 50-56 40.1a
Pool
Managers
Call 942-2470

LOOKING

5700-$d101u

FOR BRIGHT. motivated.

advertising Work for credit Gr.t
opportunity for Invaluable experience in reel fast paced working
eavIronment Cont.I Peul Schelzel, Any Mountain Ltd .255.4162

MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT pultions
needed In Student Union. 15-20
hrs. pm week. Basic mechanical
Walls needed. Cont.1 the Dlr.toe.’ Office, 3rd Floor SIAX11101
Union.
$$NEED CASH? 450041,000 stuffing
envelopes! GUARANTEED! Rush
stamped dd...0 envelope to
’ Box 40267650 Portland, Or. 97202.
PHOTO

LAB

TECH,

pall

anie

for

Campbell min1-14.3 Photo proc.
exp. needed. 54-5611r Call 371.
134144 or 3584101 (eves.)
RETAIL SALES PT quellty persons,
yourrnel foodegifte. Apply-LA?.
SECRETARY

er car, no exporimace
necessary. $79+1 flexible hours.
Reel E.t.a, Sunnyvale. 732-4443.

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS. Full end pen time positions, WI Mans. No experience
needed. We Ire. Apply Mon-Fri
AM-SPIA, 260 Merkilan Ave., S.
Mew
flECURiTYMECEPDON, $6-67hr. No
exude.a necessary, full
pert
lime. We are looking for outdoing.
soclei people to wort, at Pugh tech
compenlee In &Ikon Valley All
.51115 wooll We offer 1114101C111.04.tal ins, weekly pay, non-uniform &
bearer unfform posttions. vac.
floe, pry. rag Incr... cm..
urekin & immed..r
piece... Apply between Sans
Spin Mon-Frl el VANGUARD, 3212
Scoff I5Nd.. Sent Clare (between
Son Torn. & 010211)
SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL ...led Meat. hours to 111
ergh your school ...Ns; wal
he. It intemsled. plea. call
Karen 44 CATERING BY COAST,
(405)7340500.
STUOENT ASS? NEEDED tor gene.
clerk. support In Information
Systeme & Computing Ito. des
96.5047.43N
?
CC

Apply

2nd

Positton

fir

clow.

10/144S.
STUDENT ASS? tor Attar.. Office
1420 fers/wk.Good typing & verb. emenuerelealIon Was reqd
Ilperten Fount...a 914-1219
TEACHER/ELEMENTARY

DAYCARE

superyleor Iffernedlift opening,
14E, 1430PM/3430911,116.50N
CM Menet.. 2136-3770.
TYLEMARKETING11 Appointment siltIng Pert M., $2001WK POSS.
O LE, DAILY CASH. Waging distance horn campus Afternoon &
evening shifts eve... Good
voice & porsonallty. Call RICH M

own hour. 4300 kit yours to keep
FREE. Must 4. 21, he. ounce,
end be reason... Cell Julie at
9042197 NW 6PM.

HOUSING
WILLOW GLEN. 2 beam, 2 both and
unit, many wares. $109.500 (408)
212-3752 BY OWNER

PERSONALS
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 & 8 00 PM. Campus Christian
Center, 10th & Son Cellos For
more Into about other scar..
call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan .1 291-0204
DISCREET. WASHABLE VINYL decal
Reminds "him" to put down the
101111. seat Se. $2 to 0 K Productions, P0.Box 360190, Magi., Ca 95035 DO IT TODAY?!
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CornFree
Meinu
Check Writing Cashing
lecturer’s Honorer GSLS. Vetumble Member Privileges Call
947-7173 or drop by our offIce 11

BOARD
..... NOW THERE IS A
FAST end eesy way 10 ,04. qtr.
-Sly
poodle for
romance
or
friendship. Soclol .04 sports partners .n al. available. You may
choose to leave your own message or I.er six different messages left by others You don’t
have to do II stone Someone. species is welting to 0.111111 y.. Hurry!
Call today! Must boon. 18 yews.
$2
any toll.

Oth and San SSIV/10:10,
DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Mkt.. tormerly of KSJS
You’ve got the parts wan got
It,, musk! Michel Production.
provide* wide variety of music
for your wedding party or duke
at reasonable rat. Call Desk.

PROFESSIONAL

or P1111 .1 249-220 or 922.7359

SERVICES

T.SHIRTS for frieternitlee, sororiti..
clubs business Custom .reen
printing on Iiins. sweets. end
jackets Quality work at reasoner

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing,
tweerIng or using chemical Pap111torte* Let me perma.ntly remove your unwanted hair (clan

Me rat.
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (404 262-7377.
Monday through Friday 3-9PM

bikini, tummy. moustache. old)
15% discount to students and faculty. Call before D.onbrer 31.
1996104 get your first spat all 2
price ’Unwanted Hair Disappears
WItis My Care Gwen Cheigren,
RE. 559-3500, 1645 S Bascom
Awl-, IC "Hair Today Cion To-

SERVICES
RESEARCH
WRITING,
aseistance
Academic thesis
Ghostwriting Al subjects 00.1Med writers. Resumes. Fte-rattmg Catalog B.,14111.1/ (415) 841.
5036

TOT./

TRAVEL

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONS(
MASSAGE, Using 0511015 ,1 the...talc
technique. to bring
ebout vitality and wart’ Specialising in chronic peln. Si,..., sad
movement dysfunction Sliding
he sm. for the handicapped

NEW ZEALAND! Got
your attention. mate? New Zealand company has openings tor
low edventurous Americans on
Its under 30" tours of Austral.
New Zeeland. ...water Wang.

AUSTRALIA’

Strictly nonsexual Cell 371-1433
Of 395-3560

sailing, ...rt. greet bort. reel!
Travel and parry with Me worlds
klemIN.t people You can even
visa TehM or Harrell on the way
WWI!. eurnmer there during our

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring for men, cam.1 and tor
null weer. Willow 005,1 woo LSI/
Mgr. .1 4411-5494

wInter break so call AUSTRALIA.
NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER
TOURS; (415) 9442160. end ask
about the Contikl specials Also
irrailebee; Europe nert summer,

RE.
PROOFREADING
EDIT.
SEARCH quality work Reasonable fees Call Dee at 292-7029
ELECTROLYSIS!
removal,

the

Professional HAIR
only mertmenent

Ghee Tripe, Super prices!

TYPING

method. A. about the ...el
dIscount for FALL Complimentary coagulation by app....
Call 294093111

ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY,

AAAA-ACCURACS

EDGEABLE In typing that tops
Trust TONY. 29420117 Thanks
$1 50 per pegs double spewed

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union-beneRfs Include. Tuftion-

Available se.n days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar.
ante. Thanks
AAA
ACCURACY
ALWAYS
ASSURED Prohesslonal word Processing
Thesis.
papers,
rePublishing
sumes
Desktop
capabilities Serving Evergreen,
and South San Jose Minute.
from SJSU Call Maureen (408)
227.9419,9.11, to (Ipm
CAW When overtheimed by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING torn. Grad.. end
undergrad
term Ns
pers. mesa., reports of all kinds
STUDENT rates for unoargracis
Available day, eves, weekends by
appl Call Anna at 972-4992
A A -I

SECRETARY Wth computer
Close to school Available &gat
and day Rush ’obu are my speciality Call Pem 01 (401)225-5025 or
(408)2249009

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Professional
word-on...Ind
services with tudent discounts
.allable Offer fest turnaround,
pickup & delivery. gramma. ogling and guarantee copy Calf
P111111111 NI (408)946-3862 to reserve your time now
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Academic
word proc.sing our specie’.
Guaranteed
quality
.cur.y
Free disk stored. proofing Reasonable reties We re lesidependab., grammar -experienced College grads, ...Hue with papers.
reports. theses (op Seidler.),
etc 11 2510449

typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By applChrystel at 923-8461
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papa., thee. resumes, I.e.
No charge minor editing Retes by
pegs hour or bob Former legal
secretary Write Type-972-9430
AMY FOR
"The Perfect Paper"
Low Price!
pick up and deity.
ery eve... Call (408) 266-2681.
8A14-9PM
A’

TYPING SERVICE Reesoneble
rates Free disk storage Free
plck-up and delivery Cell 271)9936

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienua
professional word procissaing
Laser printer. cassette transcription Theses, tem pews, group
projects. resumes. etc All tor
mots including APA All work
guaranteed Ouicli return Almadentilrenham area Phone 2644504
EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers, R.ererch N00(000, and
Resumes Help with grammar,
punctuation. w,t.nce str.ture
on request )APA. Tungsten. etc)
Former English maim WM 16 pro
experience Willow Glen sr.
Phone Mrs Morton et 266-9448
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis sp.ialiste Also term pa.
pers. manuscripts. ....toys.
resume* repeat’. letters. henscription Free SPELCHEK, copy
edit disc storage Quick turnaround Santo Clare Call 244.5425

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word pro...
utIlIzing 1614 hardweraille Series.
la.r.Word Pert.? 4 2 & orleage

WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Sod typing 50001005. Oa-campus
pkkupael Letter quel Tenn pa...group props.. thee.. re.

Maher Popere.thereisresurnes. reports A group woweie welcome
Rese rate.. 7 min Inn campus nr
MO 680 To ensure yr pap...

Yrs sap I Call Roz’ (401)274-3694
(leave message)

completion on schedule reserve
Ur. *ply PJ-9212309

r

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
trenecipaon Experienced 11.51.

sum.. letters, Mc APA, MLA. Tura.. formats Wel qua. 05

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
academic businewliegel
arousal. needs Tenn dopers,
reports,

resumwsiefh.

group

prowcts.menuistne.s. efc Lot
ter quailiy! All Mantas plus CPA
Free disk storage. SPE1 CHES.
assis.punctustion,gramme
tance All wore guaranteed FrIr
Mot professlonaLquick & &MOW
eble worry.free service Silts Pau.
call PAM al 247-2601 (Santa Pau)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FAL
ULTY RATES!
GO WITH THE BEST. Tel. ad.rits.
of our expert.. Top secretori01
service for all your WORD processing needs Graphics. waters,
reports, manuscripts. resumes.
theses
term wets
EOM...
grew.. & spell checking AN
work 001111 on e PS Laser Pan.,
or printing horn your disk Both
IBM & M.d 11 computers Special
student discount! Call Panty.
WORDWORKS UI 253-WORD or
253-WORK
LIKE MAGIC Word
processing. editing research. esal.1111.11, on -11. searching, tablegraphics, qukk rehorence. Librarian with OILS CM (406) 732-7192.

INFORMATION

PROCESSING
PAGEWISE
WORD
AND EDITING lig. M.A In English, 5 you nip and haurrang obsession with doing It right! FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. faculty. wrIters, MMus. prof. Eexid with ESA writ.
erg Edit rewrite too Get Peg...4 (400)732-4645.
1111 beck main’ Thie
year. cMI typist who es experlenced in ALL formes including
APA(NURSNIG DEPT) for ALL
your typing needs I THESES).
Cell Linda The Write Type. 7231714. San Jo.,11.410PM, MonSot p-u del NM. Melly.
PROCESSMG, papers. 00
wanes manuscripts. form I.e.
Experienced professional Free
SPELLING CHECK. M. storage.

WORD

Ceti 990-11821
PROCESSING -FAST. mutate regal. Call Mary 244-3540
or Linda 2254779

WORD
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Print Your Ad Here
(Coun) approximately 30 tenets and spaces tor each (ine)

ELECTROL YSIS
CLINIC -Unwanted
heir 001100O4 permanently Confidential by oppointment only, 24774416. 335 S Sapwood AU., San

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

Jose
EXAM FILES fan Professors throughout the USA Exam problems sr
the proteeeors own detailed s001I1011. Ayala:Air for 13 Engineering
courses, El?. Calculus. Gervoral
and Organic Chemistry. Physics,
& more 20 different books available el Spartan Elks (down...)
& 004.115 Bookstore
I AM A 15 yeer old CAPRICORN MAL F
looking for nice looking. pretty,
skinny Capricorn girlfriend who in
now 29 yr.. old Born between 12.
21 & 1131, 1982 & 1-1-14 1963 it
your
Interested dlr.
vend

One
Day
$390

Two
Days
$480

Three
Days
$525

Four
Days
$550

$480

$570

$615

$640

5 Lines $570 $660 $700
$750 $790
II 6 Lines
$655
0 Each Additional Line Add $90
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I
I

4L:nneess
3I

$810

Five
Days
$575
$660
$750
$840

Each
Extra
Day
51 00
$1 15
$1 3)
$1 45

Semester Rates (All Issues)
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lines

ines $7000
15 Plust,nes $90 00
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Print Name

10-14

Address

Phone 924-3277

photo, nom., ed...
phone
number
to
Mr
Douglas
Young,2922 Aetna Way, San Mee,
95121-2303, (4011/6294952
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City 8 State
I or

nclosed IS $

Dly%

UMW RAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday lo.nlngel 10 00 PM al
Comp. Christi. Center, 10th &
Son Carlos For more ineoneetion
06041 .0110111... call Rev Norb
Ferrate., at 2540204
MALE GRAD STUDENT mid 20’s.
peeks shy, avg ’ling down to ger.
co-ed to bright.,, an otnienele
dull rout..

11911-46/11.
DILIEMMISSISTINGI GOLDEN COUNTY
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Classified

per hour now until Nov 30th..
Christine’s Around The World
derr.nstrtor! No collecting, no
delivery. no investment. Work

TAS, VelNy Fair MMI, 984-1645.

sr .

blo Furrri-tcR. e

Pic YOU EAT THE
P10T
FLOWER OR

10

QUESTION

PART ILULMR.L1(

L., IN

Books-Computer Loans
peative Savings Rates

THE ROYAL COURTS Athietk Club is
!IOW accepting appikallons tor II,
p1 counter positions
SWV1C11
dented Individuals
must Located in the Garden City Plaza.
400 Sarelogre Ave
(408) 294
18713
510

ANSWER 044E

2 DIDN’T

Jackson may not have dropped the
ball, but the Spartans. !r4, definitely
dropped the game.
"We just have to get back to
work, eliminate the mistakes," Alcantara said. "Come back next week
against Stanford."

ules. advancement opportunities,
$4 25 to 512hr. or commission.
bonus.. contests, vacations &
prof.sional environment 5 minutes from SJSU For the harder.
telernarketers. we have 2 openmgs in our scherthing isles depanment. with
salary of 51-hr
plus bonuses! if you are experienced or not. we have the paled
job to Ht into your busy iffesly..
For
immediate
conelderation,
ghe us ull at 268-683/ POE

enthusiastic graphic design stu.
dent inter.ted non internship In

.54.4:4 IN" " YOU

fp,

I Di GNI
2 WON’T

said. "Today, his number was called
a lot. There was a lot of man coverage. He was a force."
The interception came on Cal’s
first possession of the game. Taylor,
on first down from the Spartan 38,
threw a pass to what appeared to be a
wide-open tight end Darryl Ingram.
But Jackson, who was beat on the
play, recovered quickly to pick off
the pass.
"When the tight end flexes like
that, we’re looking option," Jackson
said. "But he released . . . I looked
in his eyes and his eyes lit up.
"I turned around and the ball was
there. I stuck out my left hand, juggled the ball a little, and pulled it
in," he said. "I wasn’t going to drop

MARKETING currently he 5 daytime & 3.000409 fundraleIng
Thweieneseiling required! We are loolfing for
motivated individusie who want
to make difference In peoples
IN. We orl., hill or port tie. positions. Era...1y flexible sched-

printing no Nights A weekends.
flexible hrs. UNICOPY, 744-1244
IMArPor JOHN

WNAT

IT

D.ohr I Do
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Snaky
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4049742002
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Circle a Classification
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Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive
Travel

Housing

Services

For Sale

Lost 8. Found

Stereo

Typing

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located Ingo& 01012011

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY
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San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Deadline

Two days prior lo publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Child care: A.S. studies different options for students

All by myself

I tom page I

Each student would pay an addiand Sen. Allred Alquist, who have
tional $2.50 per semester.
pledged support to the issue.
McCarthy, however, opposes that
according to McCarthy
Phillips said another option would
"Our idea is to amend the lan- be to nose student tees, which would proposal.
"I don’t want to raise fees," he
guage in the health care bill so that it require a student referendum Fees
will say ’may also include child would only he raised temporanly. said.
One possible site for the new child
care. " McCarthy said. "Thai way she said.
"The climate is MA great for a ref- care facility is where the condemned
well be able to tap into the ieerendum to IdiSe fees," Phillips Spartan City now sits. Removal of
souces.
McCarthy plans to enlist the help said. "Hut it would only take about the asbestos -filled buildings could
ot Assemblyman John Vasconcellos $10 per student. The students have cost as much as $450,000. Accordalways been .opportive if we did ing to Phillips, this cost would not be
the responsiblity of the child care
ask.
will

Helier

receive benefits f MM.

Animals

From page’ /
John Scharpen, a junior majoring
in English, who is also involved in
the student group, said, "It really
disgusts and sickens me on what is
going on with animals. Most of it is
pointless because theme are other
ways."
Scharpen said that other matenals
can easily subsitute for fur coats. In
research, other ways of experimentation, such as using single cells, can
replace the use of animals.
"I don’t eat meat, but I don’t go
around telling people that I’m a vegetarian," Majers said. "But if the
treatment of animals would change.
I would eat meat because I love it."

Fundraiser

Eric

Lindley Daily staff phoiogiapner

John File, a freshman majoring in film, takes advantage of an
empty Morris Dailey Auditorium to study and escape the heat.

tom page I
process I could take part in," she
said. "I didn’t register to vote until I
came to California. Just remember
this precious privilege that you
ha ve.
SJSU student Jose Acosta agreed
with Williams’ sentiments.
"Tiii a native from Mexico and
this will be my first time voting."
said Acosta, a junior majoring in po
litical science. "People who are
born and raised here don’t appreciate
the right they have."
"I think I read that an A.S. poii
found that only 3 percent of SJS1
students actually vote," said John
Press, a junior majoring in psycho’
ogy.
"That’s an embarassment to students." he said.

Youths hide out for nine days in department store
FALL RIVER. Mass (Al’)
1
department store manager discovered why his burglar alarm had been
ringing off and on for days when he
crawled into a suspended ceiling and
found three youths stowed away
with food, clothing and electronic
equipment.
Two of the youths, both 13, ran
away from home Sept. 19 and went
to the Zayre store, where they
climbed into the ceiling and hid until
closing hours, police officer Richard
%lamb said.
"When the store closed for the
inght. they started to set themselves

for a long stay,’’Mar/illi said.
During the nine days, the boys entertained themselves and ate food
from the store, police said.
On Monday, the boys persuaded
an 11 -year-old boy to join them after
he got out of school.
Officials found a steam heater, a
clock, a video cassette recorder, 21
rv sets, one camera, nine pairs of
sneakers, $9 cassette tapes, 34 videotapes. 20 battery packs, a cassette player, a backpack. 17 packs of
gum, five sweatshirts, nine travel
bags, two sleeping bags, a reading
light and cheese crackers.
Up

Even the boys’ cloihing was taken
from the store. authorities said.
Marzilli said he was called to the
store when the manager, James
Fingles. told him that the burglar
alarm had been sounding during the
night for more than a week.
But each time police and store
personnel checked the store, they
could not find any point of forced
entry.
On Wednesday morning, Fingles
noticed an extension cord leading to
a ceiling panel. He climbed up into
the suspended . eiling and followed
the cord.

McCarthy hopes construction of
the new facility will be started before
he leaves office.
"This is the year it has to be
done," he said. "We only have
seven months left in office.
"I don’t see anything will stop us
this year," Child-care facilities were
scheduled to be included in the campus Rec Center, but were cut from
the building’s plans because of cost.
overruns.

King: Student removed from office
1- ram page I
to be able to make homecoming fun
and enjoyable for everybody Participating.’
Burton will crown the new king
during halftime at the Utah State
football game on Oct. 22. His coun-

terpart. Donna Kaylor. will crown
the new queen.
Any student may apply for the
king and queen positions. They must
he full-time students with a 2.5
grade point average. Students applying must have completed 30 units at
&BEI

Six faculty members judge the
competition based on interviews and
the applicants’ ability to represent
SJSLI. Applications are due Oct. 7.
None of the members of the
homecoming committee were available for comment.

Bust: Residents say drugs common in dorms
From page I
Cocaine use is common in the residence halls, according to the resident. "I know it happens a lot. She
(Rolls) just happened to get
caught."
The resident added that although
drugs prevail in the halls, officials
choose to ignore the problem.
West Hall resident director Mark
Kubin disagreed.
"If drug use in the dorms is suspected, we call UPD." he said.
Resident advisers follow a similar

procedure they if suspect student
drug use.

Rolls rarely stayed in her room,
according to residents. One student
said the freshman spent only two
"If I thought anyone was using
nights a week in the dorms. But her
drugs in my dorm, I’d call the police
right away," said Stacee Wiggins, a frequent absences never led anyone
to believe she had done something
resident adviser at the International
wrong.
Center.
Moulder Hall resident advisers
Apparently, Rolls was an unlikely
suspect. Fellow Moulder Hall resi- didn’t know Rolls well because she
dents described her as a "very was always gone, according to one
friendly girl," whom they would resident. Resident advisers were on a
never have suspected of using or retreat in Santa Crux and could not
be reached for comment.
dealing cocaine.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
San Jose State Faculty, Students and Staff:
A Special Offer For You . .

MAINTAINING A

ai LatAtiffill
ANIL
In competition, it takes more than skill
to come out ahead. Victory is a hardwon product of intense concentration,
tenacity and determination. Ongoing
success is even more elusivethe
result of superior coaching and motivating surroundings.

to Watkins-Johnson. Right now, we’re
looking for recent graduates with a
BS, MS, or PhD in one of the following disciplines. Openings exist in our
Palo Alto, San Jose, Santa Barbara,
Scotts Valley, CA; and Gaithersburg
or Columbia, MD facilities.

Because Watkins-Johnson introduces
all these elements into the workplace,
we’re able to maintain an edge in an
industry that’s known for competition
Our microwave components and systems have always captured the highest
marks for defense, communications,
and commercial applications. Last
year alone, we introduced 362 new
products, and achieved sales figures
of $264,000,000.

Disciplines:

If you want to maintain the competitive
spirit that’s enabled you to be academically successful, bring your skills
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Now through October 14th

Get an IBM PS/2 now and save.
LIST PRICE:

SALE PRICE:*

YOU SAVE:,

On-Campus Interview Dates:

PS/2 Model 25

$3378.00

$1683.00

$1695.00

f nday, October 14

PS/2 Model 50Z
PS/2 Model 70

$5969.00

$3010.00

$2959.00

$8664.00

$4510.00

$4154.00

Please contact your Placement Center or
phone Michael Avina, Watkins-Johnson
Company, 3333 Hillview Avenue, Palo
Alto, CA 94304, (415) 493-4141, Ext.
2114. An equal opportunity employer
rti/f/h/v U.S. Citizenship is required.

VVATKINS JOHNSON

i Au Stems Include Mouse, DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows 2.1 & Word 40; Siodely 507, & 70 Al. Include Excel)

San Jose State University has arranged with the following IBM Certified I ducation Dealers to assist you
in obtaining your IBM PS/2.
Computerland of Almaden
Photo and Sound COM pany
Computert raft
Netsyy/Vskom
Ruyinessland

Ana Ranpanath. Steyr fang
Kathy %last... Mandy Vaphoubl
Mike Rayburn
Don Denham
lark Kumar
Karen Welland, Pill
Chris Shea, Janet ()rail

405-267.2102
40/1-293.9610
400-252-3900
40N-201.1114
4011-554.9292

I-2--27-24See your dealer for other configuration, at 40% savings
1051 and [’Imam! Sysiernt2 are rogiorted osdemoris of Intemadorrul [twine,. Machines

No alb So. Include Toilet Pnces Are Suboa To fluor

